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NKDO MIssion statement

The mission of the National Kidney Donation Organization is to save lives by 
making living kidney donation more accessible through education and awareness, 
and to remove obstacles to such donation. NKDO also works with kidney patients 

to assist in navigating the route to kidney transplantation.

Become a member of NKDO!

National Kidney Donation Organization is the largest living donor advocacy 
organization in the country. We need your help to increase our ability to effect 
changes which benefit donors and recipients alike. All donors have the right 
to be properly informed so that they can donate effectively and with the most 
protections available. You can help by becoming a member of NKDO. There is 
no cost associated with becoming a member. You will be enrolled in our new 
Facebook members’ group, and you may opt-in to be notified of developments in 
transplant that may impact you. You will receive the NKDO Newsletter and you will 
be invited to participate in periodic Zoom meetings with industry experts. Please 

sign up at https://www.nkdo.org/nkdo-membership.

https://www.nkdo.org/nkdo-membership
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NKDO Appoints Michael lollo 
as president

The National Kidney Donation 
Organization (NKDO) announces the 
appointment of retired New York City 
Police Department Detective (NYPD) 
and good Samaritan kidney donor, 
Michael Lollo, to the position of President 
of NKDO. 

Michael Lollo, a 21-year veteran of the NYPD, 
donated his kidney to a stranger in 2018 at New 
York-Presbyterian Hospital Weill Cornell Medical 
Center through the National Kidney Registry (NKR). Since 
his donation, he regularly counsels potential living donors as well as recipients in need of a 
living donor kidney transplant. 

Ned Brooks, Founder and CEO of NKDO said, “NKDO has grown to become the leading living 
kidney donor advocacy organization in the country in just five years. Our team of recipients 
and donors is engaged in a wide variety of advocacy efforts nationwide. Last year we hired 
Lisa Emmott as our Executive Director to support the rapid expansion of NKDO. We know 
that Michael will make a big contribution to our mission of eliminating the waitlist for kidney 
transplant recipients”. 

Mr. Lollo will assume the title of President of NKDO effective August 1, 2021. About his new role, 
Michael said, “I never thought my passion to advocate for living kidney donation would have 
led me to this moment.  I am so honored and humbled to be asked to embark on this journey 
with Ned, Lisa and all of my fellow NKDO members.  After 21 years of service in the New York 
City Police Department, I can only hope for another 21 years of service to NKDO and the entire 
living donor community.”
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NKDO PROVIDES DONOR COUNSELORS TO 
THE NATIONAL KIDNEY REGISTRY’S LIVING 
DONOR CANDIDATES
NKDO’S team of trained donor counselors have become part of the National Kidney 
Registry’s (NKR) “Donor Connect” program. The intake process asks the candidates if 
they would like to speak with someone who has donated a kidney. Each is referred to a 
counselor who is a living donor themselves. This allows the candidate to ask questions 
of a person who has gone through the process and any concerns can be addressed in 
advance. The donor candidate has someone they can rely on for guidance and assistance 
and the counselor is able to keep a record of the candidate’s progress during what can 
be a lengthy and confusing process.

Example of the Donor Connect DASH Registration Database
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Marc Weiner gets a kidney voucher!

In our April newsletter we highlighted a campaign (https://
www.kidney4marc.org/) to find a donor for Marc Weiner. 
We are very pleased to report that Hilary Baude from 
Connecticut donated her kidney at NYPH Weill Cornell. 
As a voucher donor for Marc, Hilary started a chain which 
resulted in three kidney transplants while ensuring Marc will 
get a transplant when he is able. Everyone who registered 
as a donor agreed that if Marc receives a kidney from 
someone else first, they would be willing to continue as 
a non-directed donor (NDD). A typical donor chain that is 
started by a NDD is usually 3-5 transplants long.  We are 
hopeful that double-digit numbers of patients will find their 
donors because of this campaign.

Hilary Baude leaving the hospital the 
day after donating her kidney

LISA EMMOTT RECEIVES THE AST TRANSPLANT ADVOCACY AWARD

The American Society 
of Transplantation has 
awarded kidney donor 
advocate and NKDO 
Executive Director Lisa 
Emmott the Transplant 
Advocacy Award for her 
tireless work on behalf 
of both kidney donors 
and recipients. Lisa 
was ruled medically 
ineligible to be a donor 
when she wanted to 
donate to her husband. 
She threw all her effort 

into getting his story out 
and trying to find him a 
donor. She succeeded 
in her quest not once, 
but twice. One donor 
helped Lisa’s husband 
receive a transplant by 
donating in a paired 
exchange, and the 
second donor followed 
up by starting a kidney 
chain and giving a 
voucher to a young 
boy for a subsequent 
transplant.

Empowered by her experience, Lisa came to our attention with her enthusiasm and her ubiquity 
on all things kidney related. She became the only member of the NKDO team who is neither a 
donor nor a recipient and she proved herself so valuable that we made her the Executive Director 
of NKDO. Congratulations, Lisa, on an award well deserved. 

https://www.kidney4marc.org/
https://www.kidney4marc.org/
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Kidney Donor 
Mark Scotch 
Completes His 
Ride on the 
Organ Trail, 
Plans Next 
Odyssey 
Short story: Man walks 
into a bar, shares a beer 
with a stranger, learns the 
stranger needs a kidney, 
man gives stranger his 
kidney.  

We previewed Mark 
Scotch’s bicycle ride along 
the “Organ Trail” in our 
April newsletter, where 
Mark rode his bicycle from 
Wisconsin to Louisiana to 
meet his kidney recipient. 
The trip was a huge 
success and generated 
tremendous publicity for 
kidney donation all along 
the route. Now Mark is 
getting ready for the next 
edition of the Organ Trail. 
He and his team will depart 
from Edgartown, MA on 
September 19 and head to 
NYC and then to his home 
in Wisconsin. This will be 
another great opportunity 
to generate publicity and 
advocacy for living kidney 
donation.
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JOINT NKDO-NKR VIDEOS HELP PATIENTS FIND 
LIVING DONORS ON The INTERNET

NKDO member Leesa Thompson and NKDO Vice President Ellis Mirsky, kidney transplant 
patients themselves, are paying it forward by coaching other ESRD patients registered at 
NKR Microsite-participating transplant centers. 

The NKR’s Microsite program  provides patients with a free Internet webpage where 
potential living donors can be directed to learn more about the patient and the patient’s 
need for a life-saving kidney. (Sample microsites are listed below)

To assist ESRD patients and expand the microsite program to more NKR member centers, 
NKR Project Manager Samantha Hil and NKDO’s Vice President Ellis Mirsky appear in six 
short videos.  Mr. Mirsky has coached 30 patients through the transplant process.

The videos advise patients about:

Developing 
& Discussing 

Your Need for a 
Kidney

Kidney 
Transplant 
Recipients: 
Testimony & 
Perspective

Meet your 
Coach

The 
Importance 

of Dispersing 
Your Story

The Role of 
Coach vs 
Advocate

Utilizing 
Social  
Media

Sample NKR Custom microsites

Jimmy Yee Charles Winer LaQuayia Goldring Patricia HastingsJim Bemiss Ranjana Sundaram

NKDO RECOMMENDS:

Give a listen to “Donor Diaries”, a new podcast hosted by living kidney donor and good friend Laurie 
Lee. The content is great and Laurie keeps things moving. 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/donor-diaries/id1570184689 

Jeffrey Grandis 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EP95Bau-YVg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eBN-N7K8io
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcpdFrKIOn8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvOiG7xzkm0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ls-bSNZcmQk 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pp-sbtLW1C0
https://www.nkr.org/dvs857
https://www.nkr.org/dnd472
https://www.nkr.org/jav946
https://www.nkr.org/ftn929
https://www.nkr.org/ure968
https://www.nkr.org/fsg594
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/donor-diaries/id1570184689
https://www.nkr.org/qgz955
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THE NKDO Community- One kidney clubs

One Kidney Clubs in the US
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Our team is working hard to grow our donor 
communities to raise awareness and normalize 
talking about being a donor. Over the past year, 
many of our groups met on Zoom instead of in-
person, but that’s slowly starting to change, and 
some groups are meeting in parks, for yoga, and 
for hikes. Since last quarter, we have added four 
new “One Kidney Clubs” and we are continuing our 
Global One Kidney Zoom hang outs every couple 
of months.
One Kidney Club NYC stood out this quarter with 
the debut of their PSA, organized by NKDO’s very 
own Elaine Perlman. It features donors from the 
NYC club talking about all the things they CAN do after donation. Check it out here and pass it on!  
Another new community building initiative is the Vegan Kidney Donors group (also started by Elaine) 
that meets on Zoom every few months and talks “all things vegan”.  There seems to be a larger 
percentage of donors that are vegan than in the general population…. which is no surprise to us!  The 
group is for vegans and vegan curious donors so find us here if you’re interested. A big thanks to Elaine 
for all her hard work finding ways to build community! 
Our community building team member Bobby McLaughlin is taking the lead in attending meetups at 
different clubs. He organizes the Seattle club, has been to Colorado and Portland meetings in person, 
AND has crashed the Zoom meetups in NYC and Dallas. Watch out Boston, he’s got you on his radar 
in September! Way to go Bobby!

If you are interested in our updated list of One Kidney Clubs or if you would like to start a club in your 
area, contact us at p.graham@nkdo.org or 720-771-3914.

https://youtu.be/r7up2cjowiQ
https://www.facebook.com/groups/733840607265758
http://p.graham@nkdo.org
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SPONSORS
We want to thank our charitable donors and our corporate 
sponsors in 2021, Transplant Genomics, Inc (TGI) and 
NxStage. TGI is sponsoring the NKDO YouTube channel 
and we will continue to build this library of expert interviews 
as a resource for both donors and transplant recipients.

Thank you, 

Ned Brooks, CEO
nedbrooks@nkdo.org

SUPPORT OUR MISSION

https://trugraf.com/
https://www.nxstage.com/
mailto:nedbrooks@nkdo.org
https://support.nkdo.org/give/330888/#!/donation/checkout

